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A Dash of SALT
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Arizona is Not Prepared to 
Implement the Wayfair Decision
In this month’s state and local tax (SALT) column, Busby highlights some 

of the obstacles that likely will prevent Arizona tax collectors from lawfully 

collecting tax from remote sellers until the state’s legislature updates and 

simplifies the state’s tax system to be more like South Dakota’s. Because such 

changes may enable Arizona’s state and local governments to collect as much 

as $293 million annually from remote sellers, the legislature probably will 

address this issue when it reconvenes in January.

In South Dakota v. Wayfair, Inc., the U.S. Supreme Court rejected the Quill physical 
presence requirement and determined that South Dakota’s economic nexus stat-
ute, which requires $100,000 in annual sales to in-state customers or 200 annual 
transactions with South Dakota customers, satisfies the substantial nexus prong 
of the four-part Complete Auto test used to gauge whether state taxes that apply to 
transactions in interstate commerce are permissible under the Commerce Clause. 

Critical Aspects of South Dakota’s Tax System
After killing Quill, the Court remanded the Wayfair case to the South Dakota 

Supreme Court to ensure that the state’s law does not otherwise discriminate 
against or impose undue burdens on interstate commerce — like by violating 
another prong of the Complete Auto test, for example. 

When doing so, the Court highlighted three key features of South Dakota’s tax 
system that it said, “appear designed to prevent discrimination against or undue 
burdens upon interstate commerce.” First, it has a safe harbor for those who only 
conduct limited business in the state. Second, affected businesses have no ret-
roactive obligation to remit taxes. Third, South Dakota adapted the Streamlined 
Sales and Use Tax Agreement (SSUTA). These critical features of South Dakota’s 
tax system are conspicuously absent from Arizona’s.

Arizona Does Not Have an Economic Nexus Statute
Arizona does not have a statute like South Dakota’s that imposes a tax collection 

obligation on remote vendors that have at least $100,000 in sales to customers in 
the state or engage in at least 200 transactions with customers in the state annu-
ally. If Arizona wants to begin collecting tax from remote vendors, its legislature 
should first enact an economic nexus standard that, like the South Dakota law 
upheld in Wayfair, is not retroactive. 

Arizona’s Taxing Statutes are Anything But Streamlined
The Wayfair Court emphasized some SSUTA features that South Dakota adopted 

to reduce administrative burdens and compliance costs for taxpayers, including 
state-level tax administration, uniform definitions of products and services, simpli-
fied tax rate structures, uniform rules, and tax administration software provided by 
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the state, the use of which immunizes 
sellers from audit liability. 

Arizona has not adopted the SSUTA 
or any of its features that were designed 
to reduce administrative and compli-
ance costs for taxpayers. Worse yet, 
Arizona permits its municipalities to 
select from over 50 tax base options, 
which results in numerous tax base 
differences between the 91 Arizona 
municipalities that impose sales taxes 
in addition to differences between each 
municipality and the state. 

Perhaps the Council on State Taxa-
tion’s April 2018 Scorecard on State 
Sales and Use Tax Administration best 

summarized the difference between 
South Dakota’s sales tax system and 
Arizona’s sales tax system when it 
awarded South Dakota an “A” and as-
signed Arizona a “D” on simplicity and 
transparency grounds.

Arizona Municipalities Have Their 
Own Tax Codes

In addition to Arizona not having 
adopted the SSUTA and allowing its 
municipalities to select from over 50 
tax base options, the state permits each of 
its municipalities to levy taxes under their 
own separate tax code. This alone makes 
Arizona’s tax system one of the most 

burdensome, difficult and expensive 
for taxpayers to comply with.

A Tax-Neutral Solution
If Arizona wants to collect its share 

of taxes from remote sellers — recently 
estimated at $190 million to $293 
million annually — its Legislature 
will have to implement significant 
tax code changes. However, Arizona’s 
Republican-dominated legislature and 
Gov. Doug Ducey are unlikely to enact 
legislation to raise taxes. 

If they want to level the playing 
field between local and remote ven-
dors without raising taxes, they may 
want to follow the lead of Wisconsin’s 
Republican Gov. Scott Walker. Walker 
suggested that his state should be-
gin collecting sales taxes on internet 
purchases but offset the tax increase 
with tax cuts of the same amount. “It 
shouldn’t be a tax increase. It should 
be leveling the playing field for retail-
ers and other operations in the state,” 
Walker told reporters.

If Arizona chooses to level the play-
ing field between local and remote 
vendors, that would be the perfect 
time to enact other important tax code 
changes that opponents argued would 
cost the state too much money. For 
instance, the Legislature could specify 
which digital goods and services it 
wants to tax going forward, but at the 
same time acknowledge that digital 
goods and services were not subject to 
tax in the past. Likewise, the state could 
dramatically simplify the way it taxes 
construction contractors by collecting 
taxes on building materials, like most 
other states do. After implementing all 
of these important changes, if the state 
still is collecting more money on a net 
basis, one or more automatic triggers 
could kick in to reduce tax rates for all 
taxpayers.  n


